
About the Designer:

Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter, 
an English furniture designer who excels at the art of fine antique
reproduction. Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques
he discovers in his travels, his unique twists create contemporary
translations of vintage treasures. With a keen eye for the smallest details, 
Jonathan employs traditional, hand-crafted techniques to create the most 
visually-stunning and intricate designs. As Jonathan always says, 
“It’s all in the detail…” 
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Drinks Cabinet in HyeDua

Drinks Cabinet

soHo Drink Cabinet

HyeDua Drinks table

GolD & silver Drinks table

soHo Martini table

Drinks table

Caroline Martini table

the Drinks Cabinet in Hyedua harkens 
to Mad Men-era of bar decorum with its 
mid-century inspired silhouette. Outfitted 
with brass accents and rich hyeuda wood 
veneer, the cabinet opens to reveal glass 
shelving, a mirrored back, and plenty of 
storage in the bottom shelves. 
40” W x 20” D x 40” H

Comprised of beautiful black eucalyptus 
wood veneer and champagne-hued 
antiqued silver leaf interior, the Drinks 
Cabinet proudly displays all your barware. 
the stainless steel details, as demonstrated 
on the back railing, handles, and leg 
caps, further add to the sophistication 
and elegance of this piece. 
72” W x 19” D x 38” H

the soho Drinks Cabinet achieves style 
in spades, starting with a faux Macassar 
ebony wood veneer that serves as a 
backdrop to the captivating white brass 
‘netting’ overlay that also repeats itself as 
a stretcher connecting all four legs. the 
door panel opens to reveal and stunning 
inlaid veneer in the shape of silhouetted 
bottles. 20” W x 18” D x 75.5” H

Influenced by Art Deco, the Hyedua Drinks 
table features a decorative hyedua wood 
veneer, whose distinct geometric grain 
pairs well with the sleek brass details. the 
table comes with a top handle for easy 
mobility. 12” Diameter x 26” H

Playing with the yin-yang symbol these tables 
are gilded with gold and silver leafing. The 

Gold & silver Drinks tables are both whimsical 
and practical for entertaining. each half 
pull apart and can be easily shuffled to 

accommodate multiple cocktails. 
18” Diameter x 22” H

inspired by 1950’s French designs, the 
soho Martini table is smartly designed 

with angular lines that mirror the 
perpendicular grain on the faux 

Macassar ebony wood veneer. White 
brass trim on the tabletop and the 
pedestal base complete the look. 

14” W x 14” D x 25” H

the Drinks table proves simplicity 
is key to great design. a slim brass 
tripod base features talons at the 

bottom for a subtle unexpected 
twist and trails upwards to support 

two glass shelves and a brass 
handle. 16” Diameter x 32” H

Designed by William yeoward for 
Jonathan Charles, the Caroline 

Martini table was inspired by a bronze 
screw, taking the original spiral shape 

and fashioning it out of iron in black 
painted finish to recreate the original 
look. yeoward’s signature polka dot 
motif is carried out via marquetry on 

the tabletop. 14” Diameter x 23” H
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High Point, NC – August 2016 – High end 
furniture manufacturer Jonathan Charles 

sets the bar for home entertaining with 
a stylish line of drinks tables and cabinets. 
Pulling inspirations from varying 
time periods and countries, the tables 
and cabinets are embellished with 
Jonathan Charles’ signature flair: 
exquisite inlaid marquetry, custom cast 
 

hardware, and exotic material accents.
each piece is handmade from start 
to finish, from the carved frames down 
to the custom cast drawer pulls made 
in-house in Jonathan Charles’ own 
foundry. the collection is available 
for purchase in retail stores and 
to the trade in showrooms across 
the united states and in Canada. 

Cheers!
Drinks Tables & Cabinets 

that Entertain in Style


